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AndEngine for Android Game Development CookbookPackt Publishing, 2013

	Over 70 highly effective recipes with real-world examples to get to grips with the powerful capabilities of AndEngine and GLES 2


	Overview

	
		Step by step detailed instructions and information on a number of AndEngine functions, including illustrations and diagrams for added support and results.
	...
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The Lens: A Practical Guide for the Creative PhotographerRocky Nook, 2012

	
		Which lens should I buy for my camera?

	
		It's such a simple question, but choosing the right lens or lenses is actually one of the most important photographic decisions you can make. Nothing affects the quality of a photo more than the lens. It's no longer just about the megapixels-it's the glass that makes all...
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Exceptional Service, Exceptional Profit: The Secrets of Building a Five-Star Customer Service OrganizationAMACOM, 2010

	"Filled with treasure and big ideas, this book will help you become exceptional." - SETH GODIN

	

	In a tight market, your most powerful growth engine and your best protection from competitive inroads is this: put every thing you can into cultivating true customer loyalty. Loyal customers are less sensitive to...
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Perl One-Liners: 130 Programs That Get Things DoneNo Starch Press, 2013

	
		Part of the fun of programming in Perl lies in tackling tedious tasks with short, efficient, and reusable code. Often, the perfect tool is the one-liner, a small but powerful program that fits in one line of code and does one thing really well.

		

		In Perl One-Liners, author and impatient hacker Peteris...
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IPod+iTunes for Windows and MAC in a SnapSams Publishing, 2005
You're driving to work and your favorite new song comes on the radio. A few hours later, you find yourself humming the tune as you work on reports. By the end of the day, your coworkers want to muzzle you because now they all also have that song stuck in their heads. Time for some new music? All you need is an iPod and ...
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Pairwise Independence and Derandomization (Foundations and Trends(R) in Theoretical Computer Science)Now Publishers, 2006
This article gives several applications of the following paradigm, which has proven extremely powerful in algorithm design and computational complexity. First, design a probabilistic algorithm for a given problem. Then, show that the correctness analysis of the algorithm remains valid even when the random strings used by the algorithm do not come...
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Probability and Information: An Integrated ApproachCambridge University Press, 2008
Our experience of theworld leads us to conclude that many events are unpredictable and sometimes quite unexpected. These may range from the outcome of seemingly simple games such as tossing a coin and trying to guess whether it will be heads or tails to the sudden collapse of governments or the dramatic fall in prices of shares on the stock market....
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The Beginner's Guide to Real Estate InvestingJohn Wiley & Sons, 2004
Everything you need to know to begin acquiring properties––now!
    No matter what obstacles you think you face, real estate still offers you multiple money making opportunities. In The Beginner’s Guide to Real Estate Investing, successful investor and author Gary Eldred presents the tools and...
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Playing with Infinity: Mathematical Explorations and ExcursionsDover Publications, 1976
Popular account ranges from counting to mathematical logic and covers the many mathematical concepts that relate to infinity: graphic representation of functions; pairings and other combinations; prime numbers; logarithms and circular functions; formulas, analytical geometry; infinite lines, complex numbers, expansion in the power series;...
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Insider Computer Fraud: An In-depth Framework for Detecting and Defending against Insider IT AttacksAuerbach Publications, 2007
An organizations employees are often more intimate with its computer system than anyone else. Many also have access to sensitive information regarding the company and its customers. This makes employees prime candidates for sabotaging a system if they become disgruntled or for selling privileged information if they become greedy. Insider...
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Real-Time CamerasMorgan Kaufmann, 2009
The first book on this core game development topic by an experienced developer     

       The control of cameras is as important in games as it is in cinema. How the camera tracks and moves determines our point of view and influences our attitude towards the content. A poorly designed camera system in a game can disrupt a users...
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Don't Blame the Shorts: Why Short Sellers Are Always Blamed for Market Crashes and How History Is Repeating ItselfMcGraw-Hill, 2009

	"Sloan's easy and informative writing makes for a thoroughly worthwhile update."--BARRON’S


	"A useful corrective to the view of short selling as 'unpatriotic' or uniquely anti-social."--John Plender, Financial Times, November 16, 2009


	"I liked this...
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